law"

Education Pre-Reg

’Beauty and Beast’

eti-tenktiiiti..iu lot Lill semesMrs atuitent teaching
ter see
la he held through Mesita% In
N6A. s.e%. nth and ’San ( ’art,,’,
L. %tooth, assoelOr.

alai the Beast," the
’It. ,,el
Speed" and Drama departiticat’s
production of Nora MmAisay’a
Native, for children. eaentinues
today at t p.m. and t iiiii arrow at
10:40 a.m. and at 2 PAIL in
revie%%
SeeTheater.
Studio
(Page 3) of yesterday’’’. opening.
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:Making.
The Rhodes scholar and alumnus
Harvard devoted part of his
.ecture to the question, "Can cornntiters think?"
He stated he would defend the
,nand that they can, providing a
person accepts that creative think:ng is that which produces novel
.-nd worthwhile ideas, and that
mmputers have, recently, simulatel some processes of human think -

’llie noted psychologist countered this argument by offering the
idea that "You can’t get anything
from a human ’thinker’ that hasn’t
been put into it over a long period
of heredity."
In 1951, Dr. Taylor remarked,
a person asking the question
"Can computers think?" was met
usually with the answer, "No, they
can’t think. Computers are stupid."
Hut in 1961, he said, the answer
is not so simple. It is more complex and difficult to answer, and
one of the most difficult things
is to agree upon a definition of
thinking.
In his studies of group thinking,
Dr. Taylor said, he concluded that
when working with the most creative groups, (writers, chemists,
they all hold things of aestIc
value in highest esteem, ant,
those of lower creative alai’
(electricians, chemists) showed
liking for laboratories.
Di-. Taylor is presently a Fellow of the American Psychological
assn. and Pierce college, and is
a co-editor for the Dorsey series
in psychology.
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Possible Adjustments

Yale Prof Says
Machines ’Think’
beenalei W..
Taylor. of Yale univetsity, packed
.,urri S112 last night with an alof studentsI
’St equal number
Anil faculty. His lecture, titled
Pcchological Studies of ThinkWaS sponsored jointly by the
lecture committee and Sigma
xi, psychonomic society.
In discussing group problem
4,1ving in relation to solving of
.ne same problem by an individual,
"A
:e Taylor remarked that
Ap ought to do better than an
:ndividiial solving a problem, simply because there are more people," hence more ideas.
For the past 10 years Dr. Taylor
nas engaged in psychological reprimarily,
acarch on thinking
:hat relating to studies of human
:ambient solving and studies of
lecision-making and creative

APRIL

Stanford Professor To Discuss
’Castroism’ for Pan-Am Day
Dr. Paul A. Baran, professor of
economics at Stanford university,
will discuss some of the possible
.uljustments Latin American coon -

Civil War Series
On TV Tomorrow

;

Till.

.1111,11

111*., \Val’ W1111111

second of a four-part
;ilege-produced television series
the Civil War, will be viewed
;morrow on KNTV, Channel 11,
11 a.m.
As part of the "Perspective"
eeject, the series is carried from
’Jut studio on campus to KNTV
I,y coaxial cable. Students in the
Radio and TV curriculum handle
the technical aspects of the series.
The Civil War Centennial programs were developed by Theodore
C. Hinckley, assistant professor of
’ history: Dr. Leo Kibby, professor
of history, and Clyde Arbuckle,
san Jose city historian.
Win’,"

Alltta,1/4

CONFERENCE HOSTESSKappa Alpha Theta Nancy Newman
has the envious task of finding dates for more than ISO
delegates attending the Western Regional Interfraternity conference at the Hotel De Anna this weekend.

liii
tries may make in their relations’ ’called "Reflections on tta
with the United States as a re.sult Revolution", on observations mime
of "Castroism" in a lecture today during his visit.
Dr, liaran arrived in this counin Morris Dailey auditorium at
try in 1939, after studying eco11:30 a.m.
The lecture, entitled "The Im. nomics, history and sociology in
pact of Castroism on United Europe. He spent a year at HarStates-Latin American Relations." vard and a year at the Brookings
beis part of the 17th annual S.IS Institute in Washington.
observation of Pan American Day. fore serving with the government
The observation of Pan American during the war.
WAS BANKER
Day was begun to honor the first
After the war, he served with
inter-American attempts at coopthe Federal Reserve bank of New
eration in 1890.
In that year, the First Inter- York before becoming a professor
national conference of American of economics at Stanford univerStates was held in Washington. sity in 1949. Professor Baran has
D.C. The conference was designed published articles in a number of
Ii, establish the groundwork for professional journals and periodicreation of a confederation of New cals.
Following the lecture, a special
World countries for defense and
invitational luncheon will be held
’ether purposes.
for the speaker at the Catholic
ECONOSIICS EXPERT
Dr. Braun is a noted expert Won .,
on economics of underdevelopedl
; countries, and authored a book entitled "The Political Economy of
Growth."
Dr. Baran is acquainted winf.
conditions in Cuba under Fide.
Castro, having mark- a visit they,
in 1960. He authored a pamphle:

D.C.

Wahlquist Will Welcome Poland Donation
____ _
Fund Ends Today
Night Fire Spreads.
at IFC Mee
Showcase To Air
Hose Pressure Low’ Over 250
tDonations ne the Jefferson Pee.

"Computers have already, quite’
.Ircessfully, simulat ed some
phases of the human thought
process." Dr. Taylor said. He added that in some instances the
compiler program may even braid to he creative. "However," he
went on "some people yet claim
that poi can’t get anything out
of a computer that hasn’t been

Pres. John T. Wahlquist will
officially greet more than 250 delegates, cleans, advisers and alumni
to the 10th annual Western Regional Intrefraternity conference
tonight at the Hotel De Anza. announced Bole Liljenwall, conference publicity chairman.
Dr. Wahlquist will address thr
delegates congregating floral 7’
western states and Canada for !,
three-day meting, Liljenwall s.
Robert S. Martin, associate de
of students, will keynote todaa
will speak on II
luncheon.M.
ternity relations with the coll.community.
A former SJS student will .
dress tonight’s banquet at tio
De Anza, Liljenwall added.
SIS’s
’50,
GeorgeMT
first IFC president, will stress
the importanee of the "Fraternity’
Man’s Role in American Society."
Milias was a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
’d tomorrow the
11
,’
delegates will tour Paul Masson

Press‘"
"
1-!1
hampered Thomas Homes. a caste dian. 390 N. 21 St., from squelching a fire that razed a storeroom
in Tower Hall last night.
Witnesses at the scene of the
blaze gave the following account.
At about 7:50 a girl reported
smoke to Mr. Homes. Assisted by
John Gorman, 1018 Essence ave..
Sunnevale, an industrial arts major, and another unidentified student. Mr. Homes grabbed a hose
II) put out the fire. Due to the
lack of sufficient pressure the
111(11 Sc hi iir,t reached hose was useless. Mr. Homes then
ihe stint with radar impulses in ran out and pulled a fire alarm.
939 WAS electrocuted late yeder- I
According to Homes "the fire
!ay morning when he Witched a trucks were here in about half a
’i000 volt high tension lead line at minute." Engine co. No. 3 from
:ltanforel university’s Ryan high Third and Martha sic,, answered
ieeltage laboratory.
the call.
The basement was used as a
fir Phillip 13. Gallagher. 38.
Pleasant Hill rd.. Redwood City. Psychology testing lab for animals.
’Ails pronounced dead at the Palo An unidentified person assisting in
Akee-Snenforei hospital after hay- the removal of the animals, was
the line which led to ’quoted as saying "we were lucky
winery.
c which helped make ’ to get them taut in time. in 10
The IFC spring dance. windin4
.- He was one of the ’ more minutes all the valuable
will be tomorauthorities on Re- animals in our project would have up the conference
row night from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
I been dead."
’ nomy
- -Special

Stanford Scientist
Electrocuted in Lab

Reports

If County Waits, Campus Shortage
May Become Issue, Says Allen
lt

JIM JAN,...)

:iihlyrnan Bruce E. Allen
(lidos) said Tuesday if
Ciara county waits too long
shrtage
of college facilities
out to be a major
htic,o
1.3abor.iiing on his recent sui::.:.,,tton to establish a branch cam ark tor 5.15. he said that he is
neecssarily looking for a
In,ffich sue I I jams y a Se
-Con d
ihl
Clara
in Santa
Hi, proreosal for a branch camwas called premature by Vice
Pres, William J. Dusel, who said
that Allen’s measure must first
be approved by the state hoard
of ethica t
Goy. Edmund G. Brown said,
)(limner,
that since
5.18
IN
cramped for space the college is
l’vt.ntaally going to have to do
something about it.
"It isn’t good for thee college to
catainue taking ewer the town."
1,.einttlyinan Allen commented,

Pos

He said that the county’s public
schools now have 10.000 first graders. When they reach college age,
he predicted. the youngsters will
have no place tel go unless the
county expands its college facilities.
"It all boils down to the fact
that unless we expand our facilities rapidly kids won’t get to college" he said:
Governor Brown said that he
believes the new Alameda state
college will draw some of the
area’s college population, hut the
colleges in Santa Clara county are
going to move along to a prominence they haven’t seen before.

’hi I

I WIN!! I 114.

AUTIVI,’.’

urged
-. Assen
deeeinal,: to keep hi, committee
tive and to discuss a new brae.
of SJS, possibly of a univer
nature, and asked the chamber
commerce to consider building a
POSSIBLE REANCH
new stale college for either Santa
Assemblyman Allen, in a letter
Clara or San Mateo counties.
Last week to George Glendenning.
"A long range planning is the
chairman of the greater San Jose
only answer to the educational
chamber of commerce committee,
problem created by the tremensuggested that, one of the sites
dous growth of Santa Clara counturned down by the University of
ty in general and San Jose in parCalifornia be considered for a posticular." he said.
sible branch of SJS.
Ile said that all he can do is

Freshman Class

LooKING AHEAD
that he can’t decide
’01 hi. own to buy property and
The tre,hrnan etas’, will meet
estahlish a new state college, Monday at 3:30 p.m. in S210, ant is his responsibility to start nounees Fred Krueger. freshman
toward the future.
class publicity chairman.
addell

"If the city and county offered
to purchase one of the sites for
the University of California. why
don’t they do it for the community." Assemblyman Allen said.
"As far as our people are concerned and the use of their tax
funds." he said earlier this month,
"the justification is the same
tiether the land is used for the
ersity of California. a branch
se
,
se.:
...il":Te"

bring the idea for a

new state

college out into the open and that
there would

he no point in

his

introducing a bill on the proposal
to the state legislature.

at the Terrace room of the Ha.
waiirm Gardens, Mike Cerletti,
dance chairman announced.
Music will be provided by Johnny Vaughn and his orchestra, Cerletti said. 1,0a-ors will he given at
the ilan,.

land fund drive, which ends today

totaled $50 when $14.54 was col-

Group Agrees
On Final Draft
Of Amendment

ueen noperuis

motet.. a tiv r tocetink; reguiarl)
for mole than one semester, agreed
,Ktts. ali esentrestants
F:se
yesterday on a final draft of an
A collection booth in front of ,
in the
- San Jose pageant, will
ameraiment to be added to the
the cafeteria will be open today I
be inter, lowed Sunday on the stupreface of the Sprt
aan Daily
from 9:30 a.m. tel 1:30 p.m., andent-produred radio show "Showe
!Manual and Style Guid.
nounced Don Wood. a member of ; ease
SJS" at 9:30 p.m. on K’LOK.
The ehange will provide for the
the Community Service commit1170 ke., according to Howie Reed,
possibility of pohey in areas which
tee which is sponsoring the drive.. wooram
engineer.
need sperifie application to the
The drive is still $150 short of
The bevy of SJS beauties in campus situation.
the announced gnat of $200.
Nudes: Miriam Kmner, Kathleen
The amendment says, in part:
Poland. a former SJS sociology! Robinson, Patricia Travis, Julie
"It is one of the fundamental
uajor, is in a Tallahassee jail sere- NIeLellan and Maly Jane Wright.
principles of the American sysa 60 day sentence for "disturbAnnouncer Chuck Lagramarsino
=Ent. as guaranteed
ing the Is-ace." at a downtown avid talk with the girls on the tem of
hy the First Amendment to the
(lime store.
"Closeup" segment of the progranl.
Constitution, that the presS shall
The TASC member joined other
The weekly program is aired by
.
hive
Florida stadents in a sit in at the KI.OE in cooperation with the not be an organ ..: ..:overnMent.
as taking part in the "nots" (if store lunch counter and the local student Radio and Television guild
NO ABRIDGEMENT
Wednesday, April 5, admitted their Police arrested him.
SJS
"The Student Counril. the Jourguilt before the ASH Judiciary
nalism and Advert icing flePaityesterday.
ment. and the college administraA fourth will appear before the
t
neither joint lj: nor separately.
student -faculty court Tuesday.
shall make any law or poliry
The three, all freshmen and
aleridging the freedom eif the press,
dorm residents, were charged with
including the right of the Spartan
Beti.lieVi
1..51114
violating the Student Code of conVIENTIANE. Laos et’Pl e
I.aot i.,11 soldiers took time out from Daily sta ff to roll er:1 inforMation
duct in adding, or trying to add,
war yesterday tee celebrate the Laotian new year by dousing pretty nr report and poidish .n .iny subfuel to the bonfire that burned in
ject. except as this freedom and
girls with water.
the intersection of Tenth at. and
.."
Some isiyal army troops put aside their rifles rend took up water-! right are leeally limited
San Salvador. They were part of
Dr. Dwight Bentei. head of the
pistols together to join civilians in the happy-go-lucky celebrations that
a crowd of about 300 persons inDepartment of J ou rinalism and Adcc ill last through Sunday..
volved in the student demonstravertising and ChairMan of the rumNee one appeared concerned about thee struggle between the
tions
mittee said yestem’cliey en regard
pro-Western government troops and the Contnvinkt-led rebel forces
At the request of students and
tee the amendment. :This is the
%%111Ch might decide. e .
- - .\ian kingdom.
administration, the names of the
, result lel many weeks of effort
10.1)
5101.11
IN(
III.
the
withheld
pending
were
three
on the part of the esemmittee and
WASHINGTON
UPI i The Russian arms airlift tee thee proJudiciary’s recommendation and
the representatives. Everyone on
Communist
rebels
in
Laos
has
increased
slightly.
the
State
departthe
college
administraaction by
t he connnit tee is Very happy and
ment
reported
yesterday.
tion.
1 think it is a major achievement."
State
department
.1..,’,1:111
Lincoln
White
said
the
increase
All three students denied being
’FINE STATEMENT’
has
been
noted
"in
,
"
involved in the "riots" beyond add"A fine slidetilerit ’’I mccum’nalistie’
I
0ETAIPI DIWECTS
ing small amounts of fuel to the
flit vire
Spartan
fOr
HAVANA 11:1’l
’elmister Fidel Castro’s top executive
fire. One claimed he did nothing
mo-e than climb a tree, and was assistant and prism’ seeercHry-. Juan Orta, has broken with the Daily staff membees tee follow."
prevented
from
breaking
off Cuban leader and taken asylum in a Latin American embassy. re- ’ commented Jim Rio:se-tale, editor.
"The philosophy and goals are
liable sources said yesterday.
branches for the bonfire.
Informants said the reason for Ma’s break with Castro %vas his far-reaching I think the rewards
Individually. they recounted
some of the "riot" activity that opposition tee the placing of Cuba in the Soviet bloc eif influence. will reflect this attitude."
The tneastire is clue to he., forthey observed including the "fu- However, other sources said that he had always supported Castro’s ,
warded to Pres. John T. %Vahlneral" for a fish attended by about foreign policies fully up to nosy.
aiiist for finai :eienrosal
50 persons, the opening of a fire
hydrant, setting off of a "carton"
President Kennedy acted yesterday t
cc’ eking off allay any fears of West Gentian Chancellor Konrad Adenatier
of firecracker, ,end
tree limbs.
I allied efforts to work out a disarmament agreement with I.
would weaken the Western alliance.
Kennedy told Me
-nailer at a lengthy’ While House contem,
H’at Inc.he would keep him informed at every
step on U.S. efforts t.
eork out a new approach to the arms limitation and cont ml progran
SENATE SHOWDOWN ON WAGE BIM.
’nut-Senate began a showdown floc,
-.
,
light yesterday oser President Kennedy’s minimum wage proposals istinday on the Instruction:el
"Giant" will be shown by the
Southern and Republican conservatives joined forces in an effort vision center’s Sricence
senior class tonight at "Friday
to trim the legislation.
series, according in Robert DiaFlicks" in Morris Dailey auditoThe administratiem
Calls for boosting the minimultr mond. 11V director, A part of the
rium at 7 o’elock. according In,
Wage frOM $1 an hour to $1.25. Amendments were offered as soon "1-:xplorations" proireet. the show
Rod Diridon, senior class president.
will he aired :it 11:30 a m on
The MoVie Stars ROA I ItHIS011. as the bill was railed up for eleetien
’tuner, 5%1
1,511 rem ceesmitts SIT
KNTV. ehannel it.
James Dean, Chill Wills, ElizamOS0
:.[
!..:1 id yesterday
beth Taylor and Sal 5Iineo.
Frank C. Gale" associate pi ofes
that
he file, drank. made notes rend floated in midair se. ithout ill
It is a monumental pieture eel
seer of physical scienee, will ex effeel
daring a perhat of weightlessness in his dramatic first flight ,
Amei Wan life as lived by- the memHam the effects ot air. tempera
bers of a Texas family over a :In-’ into space. will he given the greatest hero’s welcome in the historj. tine,
light. salinity ’end WilVP ac:\Ii.scint- today.
year span. Rich with merening betion tusin ereatures living along
Soviet Premier Nikita Klwashchev %yin interrupt his Black Sea
lles.. the surfaer. the movie has
the seashore. Narrator for the
high artion as three generations yaeation and fly back here at noon. Gagarin will arria:e 15 minutes :
series is Robert Hassur, instructor
are changed by a sudden aecumti- later to receive the tribute of Moscow’s millions for his feat in
In science education. Glen Pen.
successfully orbiting the earth in space Wednesday.
lation of wealth and power,
singer directs the pioductions.
lected yesterday.

Bonfire Riot
Role Admitted
By Students

world wire
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Friday Flicks Sets
Showing of ’Giant’

wAsitiNGToN .111,

On ’Seashore Life’
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Dr. Baran and Castro
Those interested enough to hear Dr. Paul Baran, Stanford
profe-or of economics. when he speaks on campus this mornMg at 1110 may discoter sonic interesting bits of knowledge
ii Ilie -.11isjOrt of Cuxtro anti Cisks.
Dr. Baran, who has demonstrated a certain facility for
making headline- and stirring up hi ol pressures of conservatives and liberals alike. will speak oil .1 lo Impact of Castroism
sin I nited Stm.--1 min American Relati tttt s."
Dr. B.111’.111 Ii a 111.1(le sante interesting lllll meta). in the past
regarding Cuba’s rewItitionary leader: some of which, it is
g.
hoped. lie *ill elaborate upon this mu
For example. Dr. Baran. in a speech last Nmentber, said
would intenene in Cuba’s affairs. The
lit. feared the
is ill do this. lie said, b "landing 10.04e1 Nlarines on the beaches
of Cuba.- or 1)% !intimating a "Free Cuba" MY asion by arming
Cuban exiles. Certaiiil there must be st llll adequate and
rational an-uer is to is Its this "imasion" failed to materialize.
A lid is hat of the federal grand jury indictment against
Itolasu, I. Masterrer and ses is others for master minding a
lll against the Castro gmernment in Cuba?
nalitar
Although Masten-yr was at one time a Batista aide. the U. S.
government ha-. in respect to 14r. Baran.s statement. suddenly
. A hy?
riser-cu
It is ititereting to note that Dr. Baran’s coninatnts are
founded on hi- ixperiences %hit, tiiiiring Cuba last fall. His
guide in Cuba vas a man named Fidel t
Dr. Baran has stated that about LI per cent of the people
in Cuba %%mild opposse Castro if an election were called. It is
g from a "free" election until
possiIi. 111.11 Castro is refra
he is .11.1r.iiiteeil loo per cent -option? President kellnelly
half the votes
54011 is jilt a fracti llll over

The aliilience also may receive a few insights on the questbm of communism in Cuba. 1)r. Baran has said Castro is not a
but he adds that some Cuban leaders may be
lllllll
its hut -u. i Its -individual Communists." If this is the case, then
neeeillesslv concerned over this matter?
is the
"Fidel Castro i. fine of the great men of this century."
Dr. Baran is reportiil to have said. Perhaps the econ
light on this statement by sizing
professor could throes
Castro up to a few other "great men.’ of this century. J.M.R.
.setorr

on eanpus mawxtuinian

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", ’La. AI tt,,t,
Loves of Dobie (,illis", etc.)

HAPPINESS CAN’T BUY MONEY
With tuition costs spiralling ever upward, more and more under-

graduates are investigating the student loan plan. If you are
one who is considering the "Learn Now, Pay Later"system,you
would do well first to study the case of Leonid Sigafoos.
Leonid, the son of an upholsterer in Straitened Circumstances, Idaho, had his heart set on going to college, but his
father, alas, could not afford to send him. Leonid applied for
a Regents Scholarship, but his reading speed, alas, was not
very rapidtwo words an hourand before he could finish the
first page of his test the Regents had closed their brief cases
crossly and gone home. Leonid then applied for an athletic
scholarship, but he had, alas, only a single athletic skill

balancing a stick on his chin -and this, aim, aroused only
passing enthusiasm among the coaches.

How many women do you see

’Picture Mistake!
SJS More Dignified’

ED1TOH On page k,he ut the
April 10 issue of the Spartan
Daily there appeared a picture
of some 25 college students with
the caption "We Want Panties."
You obviously have erred and
printed the wrong caption with
the wrong picture. Mature college students, especially of the
SJS caliber, don’t do things like
stand outside dorm windows and
shout for panties. This isn’t
preparing for the future as
world leaders--this isn’t dignilied this isn’t even collegiate.
The students in the picture
obviously were doing something
important like protecting their
freedoms by protesting against
the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities. The person
appearing at the window is Mr.
Walters tchairman HCUAt and
the material object being hoisted
into the air above their heads
is a home made American flag
. . . or, if this isn’t the case,
the students are holding a fund
raising tally for Jeff Poland.
However, you can he sure that
whatever they’re doing, it’s
more importantmore worthy
the
more American, than
mere collecting of panties.
Hobert Gill
AS11 .V.19711

today wearing short haircuts,
men’s jeans and jackets? How
many quiet, demure, young ladies do you see attending SJS?
You see a loud, noisy, brassy
generation of emancipated females. It is not uncommon to
hear women using profane language that would make even a
grizzled old sailor blush.
In Europe, no doubt, masculine superiority has not degenerated as much as in our feminine society, which is the reason why women receive such
chivalrous treatment over there.
Chivalry is dead. Women killed
it. A woman can’t have equal
rights and still be expected to
be treated as a demure, sweet,
hv young, helpless creature.
Rob Arita

+040 :wit

Why Should College
Pranks Be Excepted?

Chivalry is Dead!
Why? Gals Killed It
EIMTORThat poor, young,
sweet, helpless, little woman.
No male would lug her heavy
suitcase around for her. Did she
ever stop to consider the reasons why no chivalrous male
would help her?
The United States is slowly
evolving from a masculine society to a society which is being
dominated by women. Women
control most of the money in
the U.S. There is a greater percentage of women than men in
the U.S. Women drive cabs,
buses, and trucks. Women wrestle in arenas. Women act as
referees at sporting events.
Women have invaded fields formerly restricted only to males.
Women today exert their wish
to behave and act like men.

The recent outEDITOR
break of street dances, panty
raids, bonfires, etc., is the result of immature and irrational
students. That they have damaged the reputation of SJS cannot be denied.
These actions must really be
frustrating to the placement officials attempting to find work
for SJS students and graduates;
the administration will not find
it any easier to attract qualified
instructors; the legislators seeking university status for SJS
will shake their heads in despair.
I, for one, think the recent
get-tough policy the police have
taken is prudent. Yes, a police
record will damage a college
student’s chances. But what is
so sacred about a college student? Why should his adolescent
"pranks" be overlooked? A high
school graduate working his
way into a good position without
going to college is not given any
special consideration by police!
Here is a tip for any student
charged with participating in
a "prank." Legally, you are innocent. A psychiatric examination will definitely show you
cannot distinguish between right
and wrong.
Vernon G. Hazen
ASH 48011

AN ADULT COMEDY
It\ sl 1GE AT THE

CIVIC PLAYHOUSE I

1136 W. San Cation (across from Civic AtItiitoritllit)
Theatrical Tour De Force

"A Hit ...

Marta Morgan, S.J. Mercury.
FRIDAY end SAT1 RIMY
Admission

8:30 p.m.

sloo

For reservations rail

ogyds’ked#Itoage

San Jose’ Box Office CY 5-0888
or Civic Playhouse CY 4-22.17

Friday Special for .em Jose State Students
And then, huzzah, Leonid learned of the student loan plan:
he could borrow money for his tuition and repay it in easy
monthly installments after he left school!
Happily Leonid enrolled in the Southeastern Idaho College
of W.sdpulp and Restoration Drama and happily began a
college career that grew more happy year by year. Indeed, it
becanie altogether ecstatic in his senior year because Leonid met
a coed named Salina T. Nem with hair like beaten gold and
eyes like two squirts of Lake Louise. Love gripped them in ita
big moist palm and they were betrothed on the Eve of St. Agnes.
Happily they made plans to be married the day after commencement -plans, alas, that never were to (10111P to fruition
because Leonid, alas, learned that Saline, like himself, was in
college on a student loan, which meant that he had not only
to repay his own loan when he left school but also Salinas, and
the job, alas, that was waiting for Leonid after graduation at
the litilSe Raccoon Works simply did not pay enough, alas, to
cover both their loans, plus rent and food and clothing.
Sick at heart, Leonid and Salina sat down and lit Marlboro
Cigarettes and tried to find an answer to their problem --and,
Mine enough, they did! I do nit know whether or not Marlboro
Cigarettes helped their) find an answer; all I know is that
Marlboros taste good used look good, and when things clone in
and a feller needs a friend and the world is black as the pit from
pole to pole, it is a heap of comfort and etitisfaction to be sure
that Marlboros will always provide the same unflagging pleas-

ure, the same unstinting quality, in all times and climes and
conditions. That’s all I know.
Leonid and Salina, I say, did find an answera very simple
one. If their student loans did not come due until they left
school, why, then they just wouldn’t leave school! So after
receiving their bachelor degrees, they re-enrolled and took
masters degrees. After that they took doctors degrees, loads and
loads of them, until today Leonid and Salina, both aged 78, both
fetal in school, hold doctor:item in Philosophy, Humane Letters,
Jurisprudent*, Veterinary Medicine, Civil Engineering, Optometry, and Dewey Deeimals. Their student loans, as of last
January 1, amounted to a combined total of eighteen million
dollars, a S11111 which they probably would have found great
difficulty in repaying had not the Department of the Interior
recently declared them a National Park.
mot Nes /beim.=
You don’t need a student loan-just a tittle loose change-.
to grab yourself a new kind of smoking pleasure from the
makers of Marlborothe unfiltered king -site Philip Morris
Commander. Welcome aboard!

2 for the price of I with student body card
THE MINSTREL
I the cabaret downstairs)
4 SHOWS NIGHTLY. 10 TILL I P.M.
FRI. & SAT. NCI
& Don Hubbard
Paul TI
"Folk Song Due)"

entertainment

refreshments

Tin

Open Tue-s. - Sun.

CHI OMEGA
Candidates for beauty weenie
are: Carol Bkiss for Pi Kappa
Alpha Fire Engine Dream Girl,
Carol Ellington, Lambda Chi
Alpha Crescent Girl, Carole Pallitto, Theta Xi Blossom Time
Queen; and Arlene Jung, Sigma
Phi Epsilon Queen of Hearts
candidate.
A spring pledge dance will be
held at the Hilton Inn at the
San Francisco International airport, Saturday. April 29 from
to 1 a.m. TWo hundred are
expected to attend the buffet
dinner and dance. Linda Jorgensen and Linda Winterhalter
are in charge.
Pill SIGMA KAPPA
"Moonlight Girl" is Barbara
Barnwell with Nancy Reesink,
Alpha Chl Omega, Joannie Fresinger, Delta Gamma; Bent
Matheson, Alpha Phi; and Peggy Huff, Kappa Alpha Theta as
attendants. Joannie Fresinger is
the first recipient of ’Phi Sig
favorite of the month."
Recent activities of the fraternity a-as a rock ’n roll dance
at "Tinder Lea’s," and exchanges with Delta Gamma and
Alpha Chi Omega.

KAPPA ALPHA TIIETA
Capturing beauty titles seems
to have been Theta’s exclusive
honor during the year. Following is a list of beauty title holders,
Judi Osborn, Stanford magazine exchange queen; Lynn
Walker, recent Lyke Lovely;
Della Kahn, White Rose prin

Hawaii Color Slides
To Show Sunday
Color slides of Hawaii will be
shown Sunday at 7 p.m. at the
Delta Gamma sorority house
and the public is invited.
Mrs. Robert Mc(.7roskey, sorority housemother, is In charge
of the tours to the university of
Hawaii summer session.
Refreshments will be served.

EDITOR’S NOTE
(WHI Sharon Duty, Rose Ma-

2:00 a.m.

cess, Sigma Nu; Betty Babcock,
fall Crescent Girl, Lambda Chi
Alpha; Peggy Huff, lehxmlight
princess, Sigma Kappa; Kathy
Couchois, semi-finalist, Sweetheart of Sigma Chi; Karen
Winslow, finalist, White Rose
queen, Signea Nu; Joyce Anthony, first runner up, Dream
Girl, Theta Chi; Janet Pike. selected candidate. Queen of
Hearts, Sigma Phi Epsilon; and
.111.1i Osisern candidate, Pi Kappa Alpha’s Fireman’s ball queen.
ENGAGEMENTS
An August wedding is planned
by Nun Armentrout, senior sociology major, Las Vegas, Nevada, to Glenn Vaughn of the
University of California at
Davis.
Betrothed are Julle Wadley,
Alpha Omicron Pi freshman
nursing major, Montebello and

c
by contemporary Amerie:u
1st Carl Morris now on
in the Art Gallery, A127,
4 p.m. today.
The exhibit is a projeci
Ford foundation being c,
ed by the American Feo,
of Arts.
A series of nine rnr.
which comprise Mori
cent artwork, have
played with earlier %v.,.

chiding

"Rockbound
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SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE
San Francisco by
the Golder: Gate

1 1 THE MIGHTY CRUSADERS
Cary Grant and DeLore, !’.
THE GRASS IS GREENER
THEGAY CY 3-8405
NUDIST’S STORY
MATING TIME
with "Wee Geordie" Travers

Executive Secretarial Course
for College and University Women

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
JULY 5, 19 6 I
Send for College Catalog
525 Sutter St., corner Powell
Ben Francisco 1

EX 2-5232

pattanaihi

Entered as second class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jos*, California. under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except &Ourday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder-of-school-year basis. In fall semester, $4 in spring semester, $2. CY
4-6414-Editorial Ext. 2110, 2113. Advil?.
tising Ext. 2109. Press of Globe Printing
co. Office hours (:45-4:20 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Any phon calls should
be made during this period.
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SARATOGA UN 7-3026
The "French" CAN CAN
in FOLLIES BERGERIE
an all technicolor show

ENTERTAINMENT
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
FEATURING:
The Highwaymen" of -.Js
’Flour’. A Fri. ails

Nariing at 9:55 p.no

*formally San Remo’s

218 Willow

"CAREERS IN INSURANCE DAYS"
April 19 and 20, 1961.
(INTERVIEWS, CAREER INFORMATION AND REFRESHMENTS)
V Attend the "Careers In Insurance Days" program Wednesday morn-

ing, April 19, 1961.
V An opportunity to learn more about employment possibilities with
major insurance firms.
V BOTH SALES AND NON-SALES MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
AVAILABLE.
V Investigate job opportunities with one of the largest and fastest growing businesses in the world.
V Insurance firms are seeking young college educated people to work
and train in the following fields:
UNDERWRITING
I IF.. Ii) AGENTS
NI NAGEMENT TRAINEES
Nl
PROGRAMMING & ANALYST TRAINEES
CLAIMS ADJUSTERS
SAFETY ENGINEERS
GROUP SALES AND ACTUARIAL TRAINEES

V Job opportunities for

all majors

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE, ROOM 114. ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS.
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04’ WHERE THE BOYS ARE
Chuck Rutland, serving in the IGO NAKED IN THE
WORLD
U.S. Navy.
In September, Sandra Lunn, *
SPARTAN
DRIVE-IN
Alpha Omicron Pi psychology
CY 5-3410
major, San Jose, will exchange
Susan Hayward says
vows with Art "Micky" Widgets, :I’LL CRY TOMORROW
and
junior electrical engineering ma*GO NAKED IN THE WORLD
jor, San Jose.
with Gina Lollobrigida
PINNING
* and PETE KELLY’S BLUES
Wendy Balslity, sophomore social science major, Piedmont, to
TOWNE CY 7-3060
Ozzie Stevenson, Pi Kappa AlNEVER ON SUNDAY
pha junior geology major, Hayward
DAY OF THE PAINTER
CONQUEST OF THE
*
IZALCO
*
*
l’
* EL RANCHO CY 4-2041
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"Audition,"
,
and "New Shot-es" 119171.

rie (lees*. and Jan Wood come
to the Spartan Daily office between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. to
sign their letter?--editor)
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Art Exhibition
To Close Today

-Cot idy

Two approaches to the
man’s deodorant" problem
It a man doesn’t mind shaving under his arms, he will pr
find a woman’s roll.on satisfactory. Most men, however, find it
simpler and surer to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray
was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.
And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
other deodorant. How about you?
1/4 and 1.00 lista

NEW MENNEN SPRAY DEODORANT
A 1 tom FAvoto I I FOOD STORE

Moore & Clark

Li! E C

SA
DC
f.

...IP %FIT

Children Love Dramatization
Of ’Beauty and the Beast’
fly hit II %RD 1)5 111
Drama Editor
"Beauty and the Beast," the,
Speech and Drama department’s!
production ot Nora MacAlvay’s1
fantasy, offered little more than!
90 minutes of amusing nonsense’
v.hrn it opened yesterday before
packed house of noisy but at,

TYPEWRITERS
RENTED
Special Student Rates
latest models
Icily guaranteed
Ire exchange

124 E San
FREE DELIVERY

Fiioando
CY 3-5283

prPC1:111C,

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

DRIVE-IN GARAGE
REE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Ralph G. Caldwell, Manager

I 111.-

SJS Coed Plays Lead Role
In ’South Pacific’ Musical

tesque nobleman.
Robert Browning was adegunt,
on the magician hut tended to
.iLerplay the part. Bonda Lewis
Lkas comincing as his conniving
daughter, who fancies herself as
the next queen. Bolts Browning
and Miss Lewis appear for the
most part disguised as a couple
if mechievous green apes in order
.o keep labs on the victim prince.
Sandia Emery and Wintersteen
weie giant as Minify’s selfish ski’m
hiiye enough
ii
reer-lia Winokur as the conCV. fifI
intern mother, and Delray
Flanks as the girls’ merchant
hither provided bland support.

VO-1/111RIA’TORS
II I’LL. -0; PRINCE
The production is being co-diII, Donald Funk portrayed the
hapless prince in rather ergot less 1,Cted by John It. Kerr. associate
if drama, and Peter
fashion Lane Hecker. as Ben1y.
via: passable as the maiden who Nyberg, (barna student, who is
finds hiprelf attracted to the gm- also in charge of the settings.
A matineee will he held today
at 4 p.m. in Studin Theater. The
play v. iii also he presented toHot -row at 10:30 a.m. and again
at 2 pan. There will he no eve111:11i1
, air/ft perlarmances.
ry eft tickets arc on sale
P’r
:it the College ’rheater box office
:ii Filth ;Ind E. San Fernando Jos.
horn 1-5 p.m. daily. Phone numCYpress 4.-4404
list -PROOF CONSTRUCTION
her is CY
Atlinissiiin is 50
/REVISION BANOUET ROOMS
cOFFEE SHOP
FOUNTAIN

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL for

,1.11.,

atm
Designed primarily for children
of the community, the play moved
at it fast -enough clip to prevent
the kiddies from becoming restless. As in the case of most fairy
tales, this one was pine corn and
the children LAO it.
Set in a mythical kingdom, the
play c werns a handsome young
prince .thinit to he crowned king
who is nulled into a bitten’s bewt
by a crafty magician. The spell
can only lai broken if the prince
can rI
rit.-in by midnight ot
his
If unable to
Flo
waist die.

Carole Warren, whir playted ii
leading role in the campus production of "Itight you Are." is
starring in the San Jose Lniht
Opera
"South Pacific" tirmorrow. 5-10
p.m.. in the Monittortiery ttwater
of the Civie auditorium.
The brownhaired coriti also will
appear in the straisiefil show April
21 and April 22.

The 21 -year -old drama ma9or
%vas L;railuateil from Willow Glen
High 14tiflo01 111 1956 Miss Wartrnift t orient eampus faultier
anew; were in I:’ ’nut" :10 J
l’an." She is
and
aniuiit in "The Beggar’s
tiled
ripeta" ru Nlii)
"Sly ;Aims also incluitsi a Visit
tim iliiliywron1 in June to be inter"z is I cy executives from major
motion facture studios," Miss War-

C 1,4T OF 611
"The riwt of till is the higgest renill
extravaganza attempted by the or,‘,"1t:eWe’Ve’Srintee’S/ra404.
ganization "
is directed li I
s .in Atio, i.
Vactiiik lea It
ii
can navy nurse lioni Little Ittita:
Ark.. Nellie Fol bush, who becornits
Freneh
exiled
with
ent riinrer1
So First
CY 5-9668
planter. Enyilri dr- 13ertmie iRfeh

$

FRESHEST DONUTS
Varittiti.
$ Gingham Girl Donuts
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MUSICAL LEADCarole Warren, SJS junior, plays lead role
-South Pacific" tomorrow. (See story on right.)

in

MONTGOMERY. HOTEL
California
’So th First
St. at San Antonio
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STAIXE
"I (tut my hair tor tni inir
I still have a prolnem dryfing and
arranging it tot tile inc I it the
aointrsi

San Jose,

By Ellen Shulte

weitl, cool
casual
shirt dresses
and

Fine Arts Editor

coordinates
I,, the
.11 N1111;

She made her Broadway debut
in Ed Wynn’s musical "Laugh,
Clown, Laugh."
’KING OF HEARTS’
The 14th presentation of the
King Dodo Playhouse, "King of
Hearts" by Jean Kerr and Eleanor
Brook
opens April 21 and will
play Friday and Saturday evenings until May 27.
The Playhouse is on the wounds
of toe Hawaiian Gardens in San
.lose. All productions are staged
iit-the-to-a’ ’
DUO -PIANO TEAM
Ameri ea n duo-piano team
JAZZ FESTIVAL
The second annual jazz. festival Whittemore and Lowe will pre,1 the San Jose city college music sent a concert at the San Jaw
department will he presented Sat- Civic auditorium Friday, 8:30 p.m.
They have appeared with symurday from It a.m, hi s p.m_ in the
Men’s gym. 2100 Moorpark ave. phony orchestras, including the
Performing in the program ate New York Philharmonic, and the
blank Leal, who formerly played Philadelphia orchestra.
The pianists are being present%soh the Chamber Jazz sextet, the
"Stereo XVII," dance bands from ed by San Jose Music and Atts
San JoS(’ elly college, nine Weal liii inchil ii in.
SHELLEY BERMAN
high schools, and one junimt high
Performing at the Curran theI.
ater, San Francisco, is American
Admission is free.
humorist Shelley Berman. PerBEHAN PLAY
, formances are tonight and tomtit.Brendan Behan’s "The Hostage"
at 8:30 p.m., and Sunday, 7:30
will open a twreweek engagement , row
p.m. A matinee performance will
at the Geary theater, San Fran, be held Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
cisco, Monday, with matinees on
A group of modern folkstylists,
Wednesday and Saturday.
"The Cutolivi land Three," is slated
Winner 411 the first ci ize as the
hi appear with Berman.
hest production of the Paris InFLAMENCO GUITARIST
ternational Theater le -float. the
Sabicas. Spanish gypsy guitarist.
play concerns zany characters who
tli he appearing in his first San
inhabit
an incredihle Isairding
Jose voncert Tuesday, in the San
house, where a yriting Irish lad is
Jose Civic auditorium.
held hostage, and
the youth’s
The guitarist appeared in his
love for a maid in the house.
filst West Coast concerts last
"The Hostage" is pminced by
year and has made more than 15
Leonard S. Field and Caroline
II’ recordings.
Burke Swann,
Tiekets are priced from $1.50
CARMEN AMA VA
tr. S’f.ho
A special engagement if five
st:.31:( II FOR 801.
performances is slated for gypsy
Cinnislia producer Peter Kump
dancer Carmen Amaya April 20 to
is rum 1.14 lint, a searchfor a
y,
April 23 at the Geary theater.
and 19 to play the
A matinee is scheduled April 22. Nit ,n
leading role in the forthcoming
musical comedy, "Take Me Along."
The part calls for a boy %silo
looks 14 years old, has a good
acting hackground, vocal training
and ability to move well.
Set in turn-of-the-centtny America, an adolescent boy meets all
sorts ct problems when courting
his girl friend with poems from
timar Khayam. and in reading’
such "wicked" atithots as Oscar
This new luxury knit by Arrow gives to the active or
Wilde and Ibsen.
spectator sportsman unequaled comfort, quality and
Fur curther information. contact
Ntimit
P
good looks. In addition to complete freedom of action
SI.
10, and
Dale King, 13. are two of the
young musicians chosen to perform in the Junior Bach Festival
during the sereind concert Sunday
in the Berkeley Little Theater,
5:30 p.m.
The eighth annual festival will
tie presented April 15 to April 23.
’the nil cm I progiam %% ill be two:W.:is’ from radii, station KPFA-FM.
card only.
AtImisswn will
riebrits ne
for the remaining performances.

where figures count

Jost.

latest
FESTIVAL DOLLS
TWO

tor the man of action

it is the perfect wash and wear knitted sport
shirt. Careful tailoring is obvious in the
fashion ribbed collar and classic
placket design, This value shirt
is available in a wide variety
of colors.
$5.95

PI

styles

,i
II1,1111111114

and

5.0;

cc tirt h $50,000. recently (h.q./11M
anonymously, are being exhibited
in the Stanford university museum
through May 7,

colors

PIZZA

FY,- iron-

ti+e old Style

$6.99 to
$29 95

ney

Opera Workshop
Production Closes
Tomorrow Night
Tonight and tomorrow are thitstncluding pert irmances of the
S.IS Opera Workshop’s ltt’esentciit.
of tyro one -art operas.
Both "Coffee Cantata." by .1
Bach, anti "A Game of L’hatwe."
Seymour Ilarali, will Ile perfortitrit’
:it R:30 p.m. in Concert Hall
cbit:
Tickets, faii ti a’
and student
today flign :
,
(*ell Hall Isis mine .ira;
night at thrt ilom
(
II
111
.1i %Nil
ii -it
a year tad.
coast premiere
The cast, find.
Dr. EriWin Dot-ti’,:
fessor of music. ’mantles
Knitters iSylvia Bail
ROA), Biorike
sue Wilson,. who e
her desire rind in
her wish at the Ica.
resentative it. 1i
Scott I.

.

SPAGHETTI
& Meat Ball Dinner

$1.25
HALF MOON
RESTAURANT

t\

eo6cifta:3

2687 STORY ROAD
JACOBS & FARBER PRESENT illimminincln

Bite’s

WORLD’S GREATEST FLAMENCO GUITARIST

TUES.. APRIL 25 at 8:30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
50, 2.40, 3.60 (+al incl.). At box office CY 3-6252.
orders: Enclose stamped, self-addressed emrelopit
PROGRAM TO END BY 10-30

AuR
S.J.S. insignia on a lighter. . . Yours FREE with
purchase at . . .

P,obert
ins’ rutut.it in
Canmusic, is 51:114ift..;
tata." in a new Inf.:fish ’.ii
DlInflalLii
Intrcaluced by tenor -Tame, V.
i
Donald in narrative writ
011
cantata comp’ its I lie
Yvonne Tonnisenti or I bane Sic
tont of drini<mtf votive
Only when her father
lb ’tea
tiles r’in i I e its,
drian
1, -lo depriye Lisa
sly- lalsi-ls
Ii,’, ’ii cfir.e,

BANLON "PAR"

)’)

1.1/111CIIIIN
(Ii*"

_

sANI JosE
I .
SOUT14 FIRST

/.

Library Concert
Iron,. II -11
Records I-I
111 Ill the library
1 p.m. and :f
it MI,: room IlnyeeT Symplinny No 7
1.11,’,
N., i.

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS present
Dr. Margaret Mead
"MARRIAGE, INDIVIDUALITY and CONFORMITY"

Nrie.,twt<"

Thursday April 13, 1961
8:00 p.m.
general admission $1.00

ARROW=
From the

"Cum Laude Collection"

Sorry,

Roosevelt
to appear
April 17, 1961. as announced.
money will be refunded

San Jose Municipal Auditorium
Tuesday, Moy 9, at 8:30 p.m.

Mrs. Eleanor

will be unable
Monday,
All

MEN’S GYMNASIUM, SJCC, 2100 MOORPARIt AVE
For Further Infornletien call CY 8-2181, fill /6

T.cii",

5250

5.

SAN JOST EuX OPFICE
STE. CLAIRE HOTEL CY 5 0888
Two lattgh and .,cniiI,lled how, with A^it ices -co
folk trio Do- ’ ficloqs won’t lest long so get you

ins
df/’

!i-t Lx.1, .

4FIPARTAN
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World War Ill ???

OUR FUTURE

Sc
Top
Still
Weapon’;
Soldier
Foot
For
Will Never Become Obsolete

Dr. Johnson Receives
One-Year Study Grant
Dr. Ronald G. Johnson, assodate professor ot psychology, has
been awarded a one-year $2070
study grant by the National Insti-mte of Health, under jurisdiction of the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare.

Sal
I I ea TT1

study of personal factors as related to differences in associatis
product ion.

VERBAL REACTIONS
In explaining his work, Dr. Johnson said that tnere is an average
number of verbal reactions within
Dr. Johnson’s grant was award- a specified time limit from people
ed to enable him to continue hi, who are confronted with a particattle word.
’These words are divided into
no categories," he said, "unpleasdit and pleasant words." He added
(7kii
it
an unpleasant word would
prosper or jewel, while pleasant
.,,,rds are those such as typhoon
i dismal.
Dr. Johnson indicated that so
far in his study, he has found that
pleasant words provoke more re-7/1f
action than unpleasant words.

rii6/’42

Saturday
Night
APRIL

15

Katt

ORCHESTRA

COCOMIIT
GROVE

PERSON ALI1 V FACTOR
"Another important factor in.alved in this project is the effect
personality variables related to
’e- ratio of association to uneasant vs. pleasant words.
Dr. Johnson stated that he will
probably conclude his work within
the year, but that "I might get
interested in something else in
connection with this project."
1
Dr. Johnson’ grant is subject ’
to a 15 per cent over-ride. The
college receives 15 per cent of the
.p-ant for research grants issued
ii SJS faculty and students.

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

Real CLEAN Wash

SAUTA CRUZ BEACH
Dancing Every

"BEST WASH"

sat. Night

N 8th & E Ernp.,

Open 21 Hours

4
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SPAGHETTI FEED
Sunday April 16, 1961
4:00-6:30 P. M.

75c
Salad

f"

Iii

PER PLATE ... also
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Iced Tea

jrali 1.111111
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FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
Athlete of the Week
Dave Turnbull
a:E., Due
c Sr,d,tan batsmen

!:-.vmj

TurnP,JI!

!,td
91-t

Tt-c JR
prover i-;rn.e4

-,-..phomore

has

go,,d wt h a bat a’, he

well into center
wl-e- -aiied upon 6/ Spartan men -

i: on the ’re2,und and C’t’,
field

far this

WIDEN STATE
HOMOGENIZED I

MiIk

A FOREIGN APPROACH TO FOREIG\ TUDIES
.et enth Summer Session 19til
CIVILIZATIONS of France, Germany.
A. LANGUAGES .1, N
Italy, Russia. Spain. China I Mandarin Japan and Korea. All
courses taught in the language by native instructors. Classes
limited to 10 students.
or beginners in French, German, Italian, Rus..
I. Lou, Nizisi,on

sian, Spanish, Chinese Alandarin. Japanese and Korean IS hours a day.
6 days a w.s.k
how le August 26.
Upper Division
in French, German, Italian, Russian and Span.
ish. June 30 AltgliM
3. Graduate 1.0arses in French, German, Italian. Russian. and Spanish.
Workshops oller july opportunity for practice teaching in the various
languages. June 30 August 18.
lie offered for
.Sperird Preporrourv Course June 12 to June
the upper disiiott cows’, 12 atone/ in French, German, Italian, and
Spanish, reviewing lower division language work.
2.

know it.
’The Army Blue Book puts it 0,
way:
"The mutual
desttoction if
mankind by all-out aniline :marks
and counter-attacks would not
be
mankind by all-out atomic attacks

needs, states Lt. Gen. Robert M.
lh RICHARD DYER
De- not missiles or chemi- Lee, Vice Commander, Air
Nlan
will be the "ulti- fense Command. "We also must
cal agents
have continued aggressive research
mate weapon" of World War III.
inditsAccording to Admiral Arleigh and development, a strong
importBurke, Chief of Naval Operations. trial base . . . and, most
and
the basic element of military capa- ant, patriotically motivated
bility is man alone. "No matter well -trained people."
what machines, what weapons’
JOB FOR AMERICANS
evolve, they will be a product of
"This is not a one man job,"
man. Man will maintain them., continucd Admiral Burke. It is a
and above all. man must control 1 challenge to 170 million Amerithem."
cans. It is a job for you and for
Even in a nuclear war, the fool
soldier is essential in the occupaI in of territory won by the victor. The 1961 Army Blue Book
states that "a decisive victory
requires the presence of man" and
-the infantry, just as it has been ,
in past wars. Is still the ’Queen,
Battle’."

FOOT SOLDIER OBSOLETE?
The foot soldier will never become obsolete, in the opinion of
Lieut. Col, Edwin T. Mos, SJS
ROTC head. "The only time we
ever slopped communism
was
when we put a man on the
GIANT MUSHROOMWill man control atomic energy or will
ground," he asserted.
atomic energy control man? Admiral Arleigh Burke, Chief of
The U.S. is not alone in placing
Naval Operations, believes man must maintain ultimate control.
a high value on the infantryman.
Unlimited, uncon+rol’ed nuclear warfare would put an end to
Soviet Russia concentrates intencivilization.
sively on well -trained manpower.
Whether from the farm or city.
the Soviet soldier is physically
hardy and well -accustomed to privations. according to Lieut. Col
T. S. Stinger, Deputy Chief, U.S.
Military Liaison.
"His background of hard work.
A Christian center-sponsored ;World?"
"Finding
a
Personal
simple life, and political indoctrimotorcade will travel to Modesto ’Faith," "Reasons for Believing
nation makes him easily adaptApril 17-25 to hear the nightly 1Christ Is God," "Why I Can’t Beable to the most rigorous condimission services of Canon Bryan lieve?" and "Is Religion Escaptions and discipline of military
Green. according to Carina Shep- ism?" among other topics.
raining." he said.
person, project chairman.
The renowned churchman, who.
"Although the average Soviet
All students interested in at- is currently rector of St. Martins
!ranee dors not have a mechanitending should contact Miss Shep- cathedral in Birmingham. EngH,
al background equal to that of
person at CYpress 5-9805 to make presented a series of lectures andit
he American inductee, intensive
transportation arrangements. The informal discussion groups at SJS ,
military training programs tend ta
motorcade will leave from San ,last fall under the auspices of the
wercome this handicap."
Jose at approximately 4:30 p.m.
College Religious council.
taiger pointed out that the
Canon Green, former chaplain I
Canon Green is appearing at the ,
ion soldier spends three years rd
at Oxford university, will speak Modesto First Christian chureh.
raining which includes winter ar0 I
in
-What’s Wrong With
the 1320 L st., under the auspices of
timmer field firing and tactical
the Modesto Council of churches.
xercises.
A 7:30 p.m. community singing
,mud question period will proceed
U.N. ’AT %VAR’
he nightly services.
Most Americans do not under-.
land that the U.S is actually at
salt now. In an address to the
senate sulionnin i nee lin Defense
’reparedness on Jan. 6, 1958, Ad mural Hyman Rickover stated that
Prot. Th.unas E. Leonard, head
itizens need to hear the firing of
the SJS aeronautics dept., will
hells in Order to wake up to this
present a report on aviation eduThe Amehi...n School
...Ohm in the U.S. at the annual mala City, Guatemala, has noti-c act. ’"fhey are not psychologimeeting id’ the California Avia- tied the placement office that it .ally prepared for the concep
tion Education assn. at Long needs teachers in mathematics, hat you can have it war wher:
ou don’t have actual fighting. iteach State College tomorrow.
physical science, biology, social
Professor Leonard, along with , science and English. Librarianship le declared.
Our nation is nosy in a peried
two members of his dept.. Nick positions are also available.
,f -mortal danger", contends It Car
Milichesich. assistant professor.
Mrs. Dale B. Han-is, educationml Gerald L. Shreve, instructor. ol placement supervisor. indicated 1,11Tlival Fitzhugh Lee. Chief- of
sill ily to Long. Beach Saturday that the schnol begins in fitly ;111(1 Naval Air Technical Training. "It
nir civilization is Ii stir% :11’, ho, r
awning fur the sin total one day that the salary range is $2000
to :111,I he a spit-Mud
meet ing.
, $3600 and that travel expenses are
n every hinne and scheol mom.
Purpose of the meeting is to pail for.
very heart, mind and consciencc
hring up to date any advance"Interested students should rest-tents in the field of aviation edll- lize that there is nii income tax n this country.
’We must stop merely givitn:
ation in California and the United
ipservice to our ideals and start
States, said Professor Leonard
Iv ing them again. We must chalProfessor Leonard was asked i
en,te .and eliminate every unhe association to real his rev,
holeseme inf !Nem, winch thtratieh he ro,mpiled vs hilr
II,1
.
liga tn,1 day meeting of a
V.. I, ,

Motorcade Will Leave
To Hear Canon Green

Professor Leonard
To Present Report
On Aero Education Teachers Needed
In Guatemala City 1,

Arcb Club Plans
Dinner with Talk
By Stanford Prof.

Foreivn Teaching
Posts Open Soon
Sr-haulsFoundation of New York City will be
as California during April, said
Mrs. T:Dle
ulILICatiOnal
placement super\ Isar.
"Thi foundation has notified us
it has opening: in Japan. Thailand, Turkey. Moscow, Pakistan.
Poland, Rome, Israel and The
Hague, Netherlands," she said.
Mrs. Harris also stated that the!
placement office has further infors
illation ON OW of state teaching
positions. plus 0v-else:is possibili- ,
Iles.

,

I Ii-,,.

II.

potential
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cpitley
RESTAURANT
NAVAJO LOUN-,E
BAKERY WEST SAN CARLOS AT
SHASTA SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

cpieey
CAMPBELL AVENUE &
CAMPBELL CALIFORNIA

cpieeyd
OCEAN & WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

cpitle9d
53S E. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA

aggressors that
."

The possibility of a nuclear war
today is considered by most U.S.

cpiVe9

military leaders extremely remote

GRANT ROAD & EL CAMINO REAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW CALIFORNIA

for one basic reason. It would
the end of civilization as vie

cpiie9d

eaktna.4
WoceePoK,
chop
Corsages

CY ? ’,46?

Broosted Chicken to take home.
SPIVEY furnish Breasted
Let
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S

f.

’Ca, and Santa Clara

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS
Open

Completely

’411 9 pie.

equipped ".."’ fill

I.

2.

Undergraduate Upper Division mum* provide comparison of the de
velopment of China, England, and France. June 30 - August 18.
Graduate Courses deal with national and international policies ol
modern China, with special reference to her relations with the United
States. They also eonsider the Soviet Union -- its institutions and
policies. June 30 August Ili.
Graduate as well as undergraduate credit may be earned.
Accommodation in language houses is available.
Scholarships are available (a limited number) to especially
qualified teachers and prospective teachers.
For Wilier inlormation write to:
.Idmi,sions

2417 Stevens

Creek Rd.

CYpress

5-0388
!rear Valley H,ri

C (.1:1 LeTIT
..7.7.1.13.77.7,31717171’
OM 71\ Odd Chant’

in Dinin.

America’s Mast Beautiful Ilipfbratz

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every NiAt
SUNDAY

’firlat

through

Die Rhineland
Band
Fri. & Sat. Ni

THURSDAY

Wanda
Baughn
and Her Piano

_Iltratt
le

qarm
i

51

St). Market

I 1 7-21N).)

II

Faye/.
Mr
Is’
--’-political science at Stanford u,
versity and fer:,
’
of the Arab ’
New WI*,
American Relations." at the see Grid AribArn
studrm 1.it.
dinner next Friday 7 p.m.
Hawaiian Gardens,
The 111C111.1 includ,s
bah" rind meatless dist
sell for $3 pri
CI S it
Plocrcds sill
aid a Palestinian
:
in coming to the U.S. ?
Abdel El-Chehabl, the cliM
dent, explained.
Arabian don"-’, a flon* straw
featuring
itir,rna
I
tional damdroll
hour are planned, he ,..ut

The Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies
P. 0. BOX 1522, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
Telephone: FRontier 2-3560

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the . . .

MOTEL CITY CENTER
. . . where they will enjoy

the ultimate in modern relaxation!
46 Ness Deluxe Units and Heated Pool.
PrPO TV end also Phones is Every Room.
King Sire Beds and Femily Units.
R.,t, To Students and Them Guests.
N,1h.n Walling Distance of Campus.

6lic

Refreshing
razor

SOUTH SECOND
AT REED
CYpress 4-2995

all

your stereo and Hu.Fi needs

Mon. & Thurs.

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

in

1951

195!
1951

DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

’,L....1_,j

Bouquets

1

EL CAMINO REAL AT OLIvOS
SANTA CLARA CALIFORNIA

3n wilt

B. DIVISION OF POLITICAL ARTS AND RELIGION IN
CIVILIZATION. Courses in this division provide a systematic
and fresh approach to foreign studies. Emphasis is upon inter.
national aspects of today’s problems.

Gilt

The End

Earlier this month, President
Kennedy delivered a special defense message to Congress. He
summed up the reasoning behind
our heavy reliance on a powerful
retaliatory force:
"The primary purpose of our,
arms is peace, not war. To make’
certain that they will never have
to he used: to deter all wars,’
general or limited, nuclear or conventional, large or small: to convince all

sue
,oall
frosh
Ierday
,.part.

Judgment."

e.e, for your children, and your
ildreies children, for as long as
they will live in com-

any attack would be futile .

owl]

antiseptic action

nicks, helps

top condition.

SHULION

heals

keep your skin
1.00

ion

New es . Toronto

Sat us

sir I xs.

SC Broncs Spoil Frosh Bid Spartans, Mustangs
For First League Victory Open 3-Game Set
The Santa Clara freshman base-1 After the Spartans jumped to,
ball team, using star football and 14-2 lead in the third inning, Santa
basketball players whom they !Clara turned loose basketball
bare successfully converted into nemesis Bob Garibaldi, who now
baseball players. manhandled the displays his talents from the
sjS trash nine to the tune of 10-4 pitcher’s mound. Garibaldi has
yesterday afternoon and spoiled learned the game of baseball well.
the spartababes’ bid for their first as he stopped the Spartans cold
and allowed only one hit from
then on.
SJS learned that much heralded
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Ron Calcagno, who runs the BronPowerglide
Hydramatic
co football team in the fall, also
special Student Rates
r toes a very effective job running
& M Auto Repair I lie frosh baseballers from behind
CY 5-4247
S.Iv,,d6r
456 F
Ii,’ pitite.

Dave Turnbull
oi Jose State’s
stellar pitching ;ice, will be out
to turn in a repeat performance
tonight when he takes the mound
against Ca) Poly in a Municipal
stadium encounter that gets under way at 7.

ON NEW

KELLY SPRINGFIELD TIRES
GEORGE’S SERVICE
CENTER
FLYING "A" STATION
4th & JACKSON

CY 4

BUYS

SAN JOSE FORD SALES

SHOWROOM -NEW USED CARS

1957 Thunderbird
1955 Thunderbird
1956 Volkswagon

Blue & White, Automatic Transmission, Radio, Heater, Power Steering,
Hard Top
Torch Red. Both tops tile new
Beautiful BleCE

Sedan

AND 50 OTHER TOP VALUES

can jau 9oPel ca/e4
375 S. Market St., CY 5-0151
Open Monday thru Friday ’til 9 p.m.
Saturdays ’til 6 p.m.

Closed Sunday

the
United states ni.tylie iii,’ ou,rld
judo capitol tonight and tomorrow when the Ninth Annual AAC
Thrio Championships are held in
-,bartan gym. Tonight’s action gets

eke, owns five of
Mlle season vietories,

ibeg itun’
tuiit
fhl train

b1111111.11 haek the Ilustangs to
record Isisand his team’sfirst
ton a itH,

throttled

Mustangs

bounced

back

:Mist other Spartan hurlers.
vever, scoring a double win the

Jim Baker. Lee i

3,1inarni, NA’alt Datoi

day, 7-6 and 11-10.
Tonight’s contest flips the lid
n another three-game set as the
-Juts meet again tomorrow after12 noon, in a doubleheader.
Com.h
Sobezak has nominated right-hander Bob Maytorena and lefty ilim Wilson to
toirl in the twin hill.

Dave Sav..yer.
WITH THE GREATEST OF EASEhe flies
through the air. Warren Minami prepares for a
short flight into space. Tossing him into orbit
is fellow SJS judoist, Gilbert Saiki, The Spartans will be competing in tonight’s and tomor-

row’s judo action at the Men’s gym, scene of
the Ninth Annual AAU Judo Championships,
getting under way at 7 tonight.

Final Home Meet Tomorrow;
Poynter’s Debut Postponed
mile relay team and a pair of
49.1 ramrter mile representatives
in Hobby Stilton and Jas Foster.
With the Mixlesto relays and
the national meet not tar off, Boa
Winter will be experimenting tomorrow afternoon. Who does what
when it counts could be decided
against the service star-,

Statistics Show John Jurivich
Best Hitter; Team Mark .224

campus.
Joining Bowden am a pair of
top diselis throwers from Flirt
Ord. .la v sv Is ester from I tall
State and tack Egan, a US(’

graduate, should gist. San .1.
harry 131st ards and Dan Situ!.
ney the stiffest t
petition they
his.’ faced this year. !;. is 1’stir
brings a I /43-6,1 thralls into the
nieet, ten feet better than St ,,,l
best.
Dick Brocks, who holds the SJS
record in the javelin, returns to
complete what should be a rough
day for Dan Studney. Studney.
only a sophomore, could easily lathe next

:,

Jurivich, the rangy gardener.
has smashed out 32 hits in 77
trips to the plate, posting a .416
bat mark that far outdistances
his nearest competitor. Jurivich
also paces the team in RBIs with
16 and in triples with five. Tl..
Spartans have hit but three hurt
runs on the season; Jurivich h
one of them.
Lead-off man Doug McChesne
though he hasn’t hit for an average, leads the club in walks with
29 and stolen bases, 16. McChesney paces SJS in runs with 22.
Dave Turnbull. besides having

hel,l..,

erl

the pitching honors.

cpPlify 7radition
Day

’

\l art Ellice, }toy kJ rut iii. Torn

The Spartans, with a 9-18 record
,t,ged to them, may not look like
eh. hut most of the losses came
eatly in the season. They have won
times in their last seven enAlthough the return of "Bullet ’ Imlay Studney will be facing men
.,eements. Their 7-3 loss to StanuI
night broke a six- Bob Poynter has given the SJS who have already reached the
rue win skein that had pro- track team a needed late season peak of the capabilities.
Three :09.8 century men from.
’ ,ed six consreittive complete
isaist. his presence won’t be in
Vandenburg Missile center come
tart effot!ts by Sobezak’s pitchall
at
the
tomorrow
evidence
. to San Jose to encounter the likes
, .rps.
of Dennis Johnson and Willie
--tate leads WCAC play with service meet.
Saturday’s 1 p.m. meet mark, William,
three tr
phs against rine dethe final 1961 home appearance
feat.
Vandenburg %sill send a 322,
for the Spartans before going on
Cal Poly is in fifth place in the the mid for the big ones.
California Collegiate conference,
Poynter, a 9.4 sprinter ineliled by Fresno State’s Bulldogs.
Poly has a loop record of 2-4. On gible most of the %.1.11M111, %% ill
compethe whole season the Mustangs probably be latId Er
tition until the Fresno state
have won II, lost 12.
!Habil
\ I St ’,b. PON alter has
For State, Turnbull’s quintet of been training and should not
San Jose State’s Spartan baset.ictoritts are unapproached by the
toll far from mid -season bailers have had to say it with
1/1
team’s other hurlers. Joel Guthrie, form.
pitching for the most part during
Bob Woods, Maytorena and WilThe service stars, though notj the 1961 campaign.
,,, have one win apiece, all of
,m coming during the SJS vie- presenting the same caliber Clint-: Statistics for the (list 27 Spar,ry string leading up to the Stan- petition San Jose will be facing; tan contests --- of which they won
in the near future, do have set.t1 contest.
- reveal that SJS has been
nine
eral ex-collegiate spikers with a
somewhat inept on the attack.
nation-wide reputation.
putting together a paltry team
Among the best is one time batting credential of .224. And it
Bear and sub-four minute miler, might be lower than that if it
Don Bowden. Bowden was NCAA were not for the yeoman efforts
champ while at the Berkeley of outfielder John Jurivich.

the farther
smoke travels
Air-Softened.
the milder,
the cooler,
the smoother
it tastes

011111/1 t ,,,
from sirpart of the USA

emits of the armed
sees ices ss ill e
pete Mr national honors, with more than
I :Al top flight entrie, e petted
vrampety.
Itepresent trig 5.: ti

the

..1.11tb..rmrs on
tour hits In a 7-1 S.IS triumph.

’1’he

STUDENT DISCOUNT

AAU Judo Tourney
Opens in SE Gym
12 State Entries

At Municipal At 7 I

Turnbull,

V --

Friday, Apr

or icxlight

lose, by deroceires I \sat black
:earks and if he lose_ by a full.
..nt he gets three black mark-s.
If the contestant

,;11,,itlaii- ii ismii,tant,

eqicourt;.-

hiller with a .327 average. Turnbull has 18 hits in 55 at bats, including two triples.
His pitching has been sensational. He leads the hurlers in: games
won 151: ERA 12.521; strikeouts
151; games started 181; games

completed t8t.
Outfielder Jim Pusateri, a disappointing .213 hitter, leads the
team in plate appearances with 59.
Larry Bachiu is the third most
consistent Spartan hitter with a

till-auit

tquilio‘ d Hort,
lull
1,clos

j111 hr
S trying
1.011e1. Iii, .1.-/1.1ti

I hroo
ti mat hold for SO second.: 3 a choke hold:
a joint
loos usually applied to the ellooO .

This year’s tourney takes on
added lustre it,,, to the tact that
judo %sill 1114.1ime an official
Olympic sport in the 1984
6:trill’’,
Winner% in this and
subsequent
holm
sits still
halea strong chant, I" bee
all i11, omit
rec., 111/1.11 hy
t hl. .\t’
;I,i
r.,I1
it
1"7",
in,o,

-member.-

.289 mark. Bob Pimentel, despite
a .227 average, is second to Jtntirich in RBIs with 11. Larry Tognolini is third with 10, while top- that time it has been one of the
ping
five.

the

team

in

doubles

v.ith faste,1 glum rnn.r sp)rts in the U.S
and Europe. Its adrel,.,r1,... Lnlo
the NIelhwirne

Spartan Golfers
Face UOP Today
The viu.sily golf team. svirting
a fine 6-1 record on the season.
will tangle with the Unkersity
of Pacific and the San Diego Marines this afternoon at 1:15 on the
San Jose country club fairways.
SJS has aheady defeated Uor
miler in the year in a match at
,tockton. The match is the second
riangular encounter for the Spar ins on the season, the previous
11,’ having been with UOP and
’hico State.
All eyes will he on Johnny Lotz,
tut. S.IS sophomore whiz, as the
ring phenom undoubtedly \sill
trying to break the school rec.
it of 64 which he holds along
with Ken Venturi and Jay Hop -

l’s.;
Tokyo 1, VI ifISIllerpd
slide
1,, introit, tel
till

I he
’here,
311(11,

IFC Swimming Meet
Starts Tomorrow
1,,I lit, A
rnornm as the :Innual intromit:
fraternity s.o naming meet begins
under the guidance of intramorais
director IFin Glines.
(;lines indicated that the
limintit.y heats begin :it 9
%OH(’ the finals wind t ring’s tipit 2 p
st.I

I April ’24.

(GErrING RIO OF DANDRUFF’ THAT

$3.95

,4011111_11k

MADRAS
from $6.95

THIS ONE’S
THE SATISFIER

SWIM
TRUNKS
Patch Pocket
dogger and

Make a date- with flavor. Try Chesterfield King.
Every satisfying puff is Air-Softened to enrich the
flavor and make it mild. Special porous paper
lets you draw fresh air into the full king length of
top-tobacco. straight Grade-A all the way.

Join the swing to

CHESTERFIELD KING
Ss,

4,71642:.
cDosfier’s

thigh cutter

from

$5.50

;WIZ,
uth Fourth -St

-T;t4/1, e, cotouici
,re

Cote’. Blvd

easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH
Men, get rid of embarrassing (Ludo& e.,
I ITCH’ In Just 3 minutes tone rubbing, el, 1,1 is in utg, ne
rinsing), every trace of dandruff, grime. gummy old hair
to nit nines rIcht do, ii I h, drain! Your hair looks hand- omer, healthier. Your scalp
tingles, feels so refreshed. Use
FITCH Dandruff Remover

FITCH

MAN’S

’SHAMPOO every week for
positive dandruff control.

SHAMPOO

Keep your hair and scalp
really clean. dandruff-free!

LEADING

aS

,111,1t

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by ligg

SOLIDS
(Tan, Olive, Peat,.)

for

point necessary tit
The
ss iii MI* be gained in :any’ one
ol tour was: I I
of a

the second most prolific Spartan

kins.

BERMUDA
SHORTS

Liston, Nozomii Iwasaki and Greg
Weaver. The Spartans are emtehed:
director
tournament
by
Yostb
Uchida.
Contestants will be Pornpming
for individual honors in i.espective
cla,ses, l’he region pineI he rh(o41 men wins the re-:
ehrimpiori,h1f)
We.h.fht elases
are di’. Me1
into fouar groups:
ler 14,
pounds; tinder Iti0 pounds: lin!
der IMO I
I..: and unlimited.
,d contoo ants will.
Eiiroina
be underr.
Mack ta,int ,N-stertv
A contestant St irmintt 1 loll point
gets no black marks; if he wilts’
liv doci,mo taw match goes the
frill 10 minut es wit Meit a foil
point scored I, one black mark.

IISPARTAN DA17.11

Friday. April 14, 1961

’Illness Cancels
Roosevelt Address
y Night

Two Educators Debate on Merits
On
Of Thinlechine for School Use
ISN I El ii "I lilt k1:1
An electronic

McClintock,
iit ilialliernaties at the Univerpresent ly being developed hasisitY of Illinois, is an advocate of
caused a stir among two of the the electronic computer, designed
to lead a student from ignorance
nation’s educators,
to mastery of a subject at his own
Ispeed.
"It combines the best of the
: t caching machines, the best of the
4, computers, and the bestt
of
A student chapel <or the doubter ,eh
I
tudent-teachet
relationship." Dr.
questioner, and believer
NleClintock said recently.
invites you to
"We have not yet begun to apply
Morning Worship. Sunday 10 es.
technological advances to the
Sermon: "God Contradicts Us
learning process, and it is time we
at the Center
it’d." he added.
and
.lust as strong an opposing viewFrontier Forums. Dr. Wesley Robb 4 ioint of the machine has been
voiced by Dr. Norbet Weiner, a
’Faith and the Scientific Revolution"
Massachusetts Institute of Tech.
Sun. 2:30 pm St. Paul’s meskedio
nology mathematician.
across from boy’s dorm.
"When we build a learning maAllan Dieter, Campus Pastor
chine, we make a machine whose
Campus Christian Center
full consequences we cannot be
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
aware of," the scientist said.
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL
MAY THREATEN MAN
-A machine capable of learning
and teaching is a machine which
might conceivably threaten man,"
Dr. Weiner warned. "It is possible
that under certain circumstances
machines would change our enPRESBYTERIAN
vironment so swiftly and so comCHURCH
pletely that we would be in a

St. Thomas Chapel

WESTMINSTER

--e Alameda at Shasta
CY 4.7447
0-4/4/4INC.\
Sunday Services
telv

8:30 & 11 a.m.

s

7:00 p.m.

TRI-C

JOHN KNOX

CHRISTIAN
COLLEGIATE
ORGANIZATION
Third and San Anfonio
April 16
THIS SUNDAY

FELLOWSHIP
’tailored for students)
A

9:40 a.m. Perspective
A Seculerized Religion
,n the American Society"
6.00 p.m. Knox Club

COMING UP
April 21 - Friday

Transportation at
7th San Fernando & San
Carlos at 915 am.

HAMBURGERS-18c
New franchise
new ideas! The firs/
Goidnn Point rnstourant in California!
We give you speedy service plus high<
gisality food!
Open
10 cni. to 12 p.m. Daily
2 a.m. I’ ricla.

CL 1.9871

Ao

Classified Order Blank
25c First Insertion

To place an ad: Come in Student
Affairs Office, TH16, San Jose
State. No phone orders) or. fill
20c Each Additional Line
out handy order blank and send
check or money order.
Personals
Help Wanted
For Sale
Lost & Found

Services

,

LUCKY

Rentals

Miscellaneous

MONI)AV
Southern t ’alifornia F reig It t
lines in Oregon. Nevada and Cali-,
fornia will interview business or
liberal arts majors fiir sales work.’
Accounting majors will also be I
interviewed for operations and general management training.
Naval Supply Center at Oakland will inters iesv any majors tor
a
digital computer trainee program,
r -r...
it still inter.,T1 111;i iris’s.
.
( 11 1111i. oIl high school will
--vicus secondary teaching ma La Canada elementary 551 I
system will conduct intervieWS for
ilementary education maiors.

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAYINGS ANNOUNCED

Wanted
DIRTY LAUNDRY. I :17 STUDENT"’
LAUNDRY SERVICE. froa
delivery, 24 hr. sorvlce, CY 4.24/
gOr per 8 lb.

70 PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Plicin Orders

Duplex
2 bdrrn
Cernr,er Plain lino oor u.
5392 ol.or 6 p.m

Personal
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, S12.50
,
2 9191 .
Lost & Found

For Sole
":1. I

I959 MGA 22.000 mi oli extras. $
CI 5 7333. Bob 9,rherds

Women students vacancy for balance of ’ID Studs mom.". Hdtp. radiohem.
semi. a. in approved apertmens Belle $200
AN 9-9871 after 5 pm.
Manor Apts, 415 So. 5‘h Cy 2 3095.
1955 Trailer house. 31 , modern. Call
Apts. for rout pookunde.-.6 I 3,i3. from 51346 after 6 p.m.
-1. 408 So. 5th, Conte-. t Manager
I. for sale, 408 So. 5th #14.
’<nautifiil Liner apt,. turn

es.,........, .......
FINE PORTRAITS
20% Discount To Students

...

DR. WESLEY ROBB
Religion dept. chairman I

r-

l0 9’ Velsi Surf board ro-iler...nd 561) rr 101h
CY 5 5/98

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
-.-olved," says George M. Camp’
’II. Spartan Representative for
-. Exchange.
,/e believe that married man
<la family responsibilities is a
s -e careful driver, and causes
oer accidents," said Campbell.
Therefore, he is entitled To rates
mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Iniury Liability
$10/20,000, Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500 Pays
about $152 a year with most in.
wanes companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend. or
net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend), Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records forty save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 666
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 91741 (day & nite).
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tional And professional journals,!
the theologian has also authored’
the book, "An Inquiry into Faith ’
SELECTED BY GRAD.;
Dr, Robb Was selected
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JOE’S TELEVISION
99 N. 10th St.
CY 7-1541
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EUROPE
EARN YOU TRIP AND EXPENSES
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE TO:
AMERICAN STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE . V
JAHNSTRASSE 56A, FRANKFURT MAIN, GERMANY -TELEPHONE 59 12 38
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Dear Dr. Frood: I just can’t seem to
get in step with the rest of the students
here. They enjoy parties. dancing, folk
singing and dating. None of these
things interest me at all. Am I behind
the times or what?
Left Out
DEAR LEFT: You’re in the right times:
you’re just one of our squares.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a confession.
All my life I have been trying to
learn how to whistle I lust can t.
Please, will you tell me how to
whistle?

II

PlirkerPli

DA1S

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Third in the Frontier Forum sr,.
ries will be Dr. Georgia ilarknr,
professor of Applied Theiii,
the Pacific School of Religii,,
will speak on "New Foe: ,
the Ecumenical Movement
23.

OR. FR00011 THOUGHT FOR THII DAY: In college, it
isn’t mho you know dull countsit’s whom.

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line.)
Run Ad For
Starving Date
Enclosed $
Check
Name
Address
City
Phos
ciisp!ey advertising retns ol,nre CV 4 6414, Fit 1109

graduating students of the
of 1960 as recipient of a Sus,
award for Excellence in Teachin.
sponsored by the University
ol
Southern California associates.
The author is a member ’if
American Philosophical
lion. National Association
Beal Instructors, Amelicai,
elation of University Pr.,!.
Religious Education assn.,
Southern California-Arizotr,
ference of the Methodist chum

De MDR: VR11011

TODAY
Personal Proditets Corp.
School representatives from 2.11.1
Eden tHaywanii. Sinn Valley, Ft.,
Bragg, Merged, Union and Garden
Carive.

THE GOLDEN POINT Drive-In

Transportation
Please Print:

Spartaguide

NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.Ed.

THE GOLDEN
POINT

Dickinson college, Carlisle. Pa.
In 1951, he was granted a fellowship from the Ford Foundation
to continue his study in the field
of the philosophy of religion.
A contributor to numerous na-

Five Contestants
For Beauty Title
To Model at Tea

Job Interviews

Cordinlly

2940 Alum Rock

Stressing his belief in the need
Roosevelt, scheduled for Monday for reformation of religion within
,
Dr.
pessimis- night, has been officially canceled,
the scientific cosmology, Dr. J.
tically.
according to the San Jose city Wesley Robb, chairman of the
Here is how the controversial college lecture committee.
Depattment of Religion at the
machine would work:
Mrs. Roosevelt, who was to University of Southern California,
A program of instruction, in
%irk on "Is America Facing will present a talk Sunday enmathematics, for instance, would
orld Leadership?" was forced to titled "Religious Faith and the
be broken down into small bits of
cancel her entire west coast lee- Scientific Revolution."
knowledge designed to lead the
ture tour because of illness.
Hobbs talk, which is being
student from ignorance to ma’s -Dr.
tery of the subject during his own j Refunds on tickets will be made sponsored by the Protestant Eculeisure time. This is the main ideal in the Finance office, room 22, menical council as the second in
of the so-called teaching machine, Monday thiough Friday, from 8 its Frontier Forum series, will be
IlIJU. I" pm.
given at 7:30 p.m. in St. Paul’s
according to Dr. McClintock.
Methodist church, 405 S. 10th St.
STUDENT ’PLUGGED’ IN
The council, which consists of
The student would then
the American Baptist, Episcopal,
"Plugged" into the teaching
Lutheran, Methodist and United
chine by ataching a device. simi:
Christian campus ministries, was
to a lie detector, to his arm.
active in the sponsoring of Canon
Material would be presented
Bryan Green in October.
the student on one of several vii- ACQUIRING POST
ing screns. On another screen
Prior to acquiring his post as
coeds, contestants in
professor would be sen as he
cusses the material, with his voice the Miss San Jose Beauty pageant, head of the USC Department of
will model fashions at a benefit Religion, Dr. Robb was a profescoming from a recorded box..
tea to be held in the Empire room sor of philosophy and religion at
The device on the student’s arm of the Hotel Ste. Claire, April 18,
would indicate whether or not he at 3 p.m.
was comprehending the informaSponsoring the show and tea
tion. If the student wits becoming are the Junior Chamber of Comflustered, the machine would in- merce auxiliary of Santa Clara
struct him to telax for a short pe- county, and the Merchants assn.
riod of time to ease the tension iif San Jose.
TODAY
and accelerate the learning speed.
Proceeds from the show are to
Friday Flicks. "Giant," Liz TayOne of the advantages is that be divided by the children’s theater
to,’, Rock Hudson, James Dean:
it would give profesors more time at Happy Hollow, and a dormitory
Morris Dailey auditorium, 7:30
for individual work with students at Easter Seal camp.
p.m., 25 cents.
by reducing the number of hours of
Fashions will he provided by SUNDAY
weekly lectures.
Irate’s, Hart’s, Blum’s, Bloom’s
Protestant Ecumenical council,
"A professor normally gives the shoes, Roos/Atkins and J. Silber
"Frontier forums," 405 S. 10th St.,
same lecture two to six times a of San Jose.
7:30 a.m.
week," Dr. McClintock said. "The
SJS contestants, who will model,
machine would cut down these are: Miriam Kroner, Julianne Mc- MONDAY
hours and pelmit a better student - Lellen, Kathleen Robinson, PatriSophomore class, meeting, CIIteacher relationship. If we can cia Travis and Mary Jane Wright. 149, 3:30 p.m.
perfect this idea, that relationTickets are available at several
PI Omega PI, meeting, TH124,
ship can be better than ever be- downtown locations and from the 3:20 p.m.
fore."
Merchants assn., CYpress 2-8951.
Lutheran student assn., discussion group, 300 S. 10th at., 7 p.m.
Freshman class, meeting, S210,
Dorms Schedule
Faculty Council
3:30 p.m.
Faculty members are reminded
Exchange Tonight
hat elections of Faculty council
The mule deer is larger than
.5 dance and coma, driirns for "Meets will be held May 8-15, and
the whitetail deer.
ittraction is scheduled tonight at petitions for nominations will be
\Ilan Hall in an exehange with cireulated during the last week r
FINISHED DRESS
of this month, April 24-30.
Royce Hall, men’s and women’s
lormitories. The dance is from 1 The roadrunner, a cuckoo fa22c
it p.m. to 12:30, according to Fred ! mous for its ability to kill rattleROOSEVELT CLEANERS
Persily,
titan man.
’ snakes, also is known as the
916 E. SANTA CLARA
.nake.eater."

chipu

Dating and Marriage
Ii

Theologian To Review Idea:
’Need for Religion Reformation’

DEAR PUCKERED: Watch the birds.
Notice how they gather a pocket of
air deep within the breast, then
push thin jets of this air into the
throat, through the larynx, up and
around the curled tongue, and then
bounce the air from the roof of the
mouth out through the teeth (which
act like the keyboard on a piano).
Practice this. In no time your
friends will be amazed at the beautiful, warbly trills that flow from
your beak.

Dear Dr, Frood: What do you think accounts for the fact that college stu
dents smoke more Luckies than any
other regular?
DEAR MS: Collegiate Lucky smokers.

Dear Dr. Frood: Hamlet killed Polonius. Macbeth stabbed Duncan.
Richard murdered his little nephews. Othello strangled Desdemona.
and Titus served Tamora her two
sons in a pie before killing her. Don’t
you think this obsession with vto
lance would make an excellent subject for a term paper?
EttgliNh ha
DEAR ENGLISH: No, I don’t, and my
advice to you is to stop running
around with that crowd.

Dear Dr. Frood: My coach is writing this letter
for me because I am illiterate. We want to
know if I got to learn how to read to get into
college. I am the best football player in the
,V
state.

(-1
r

DEAR X: Every college today will insist that
you meet certain basic entrance requirements.
I’m afraid you’re just out of luck, X. unless
you learn how to read diagrams and count to
eleven.

,e.r/Aeir /

ARE YOU READY FOR THE FLOOD? Most students today live a carefree. devilmay.care
existencebuying their Luckies day to day. Only a handful have had the good sense to set
aside an emergency cache of three or four Lucky cartons, wrapped in oilskin. When the ckm
breaksthey’ll be ready. Will you?

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Produtt

04,ta-an let4ceo-6,:srany "g4eec. is out middle, name"
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